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*does not include CAMRIS or Topsail subsidiaries.

The Henry M. Jackson Foundation for the Advancement of Military Medicine, Inc. (HJF) is a global, nonprofit organization created to accelerate progress in military medicine.

Our scientific, administrative and program management services empower researchers, investigators and clinicians with the resources they need to find answers and drive change, while removing barriers to success.
We serve as a trusted link between the military medical community, its federal and private partners, as well as millions of American service families, veterans and civilians who rely every day on the advances and quality of life that result from this work. For more information, visit www.hjf.org.

Mission:
We partner to advance military medicine for our nation’s warfighters.

Vision:
To advance military medicine for the mutual benefit of military and civilian health.

Impact
HJF leads research across a myriad of disciplines within military medicine.

HJF has a long-standing commitment to excellence in scientific and clinical work and a wide-ranging expertise across these domains:
- Cancer
- Chemical, Biological and Radiological Defense
- Clinical/Rehabilitative Research

Contract Vehicles
- Omnibus IV (all four market segments), NIAID Comprehensive & Rapid Response IDIQ Task Area G
- Consortium Memberships: Medical Technology Enterprise Consortium (MTEC), Medical CBRN Defense Consortium (MCDC), GSA MAS Professional Services, Training and Readiness Accelerator II
- HJF also acts as a subcontractor on many other vehicles.

We take every reasonable measure to ensure our business practices are ethically sound. We have a detailed Code of Ethics for our employees and available to our customers, suppliers, subcontractors, and sponsors.

Services

**We help you:**

...find and apply for research funding
When you need to find research funding, HJF knows where to look, but more than that, we know the ins and outs of applying for grants, cooperative agreements and contracts. We work with you at every step of the process to ensure a competitive response to government solicitations. From single protocol programs to multi-facility, international collaborations, HJF has developed a wide range of expertise.

Our ESP Services take your proposal to a new level and ensure you have designed effective experiments and developed compliant protocols.

...build your team
Now that you have a research program, you need a team! With more than 35 years’ experience staffing scientific, management and administrative teams for thousands of research awards around the U.S. and world, HJF has you covered. We take care of recruiting, hiring and managing hard-to-find specialists including diverse global talent with experts in the J-1 Exchange Visitor Program and the H-1B employment-based program.

...administer and manage your research
HJF removes your administrative burden to let you get back to the science. Our experts assist researchers in following the rules and regulations of military medical research. Our wide array of multi-site and international research and program management services includes personnel and overall management—everything from budgets to personnel to laboratory and special equipment purchasing.

...collaborate with private industry to bring your novel innovations to market
HJF’s Technology Transfer and Commercialization experts facilitate collaboration between researchers and private industry on research and development, with the goal of creating new and exciting medical technologies available for clinical use.

...keep compliant
HJF’s regulatory affairs and compliance services ensure that all HJF administered programs and clinical trials are in compliance with applicable local, state and federal laws and regulations relating to research involving human or animal subjects, recombinant DNA or select agents.

...ensure clinical trials run smoothly
We assist you in pre-award and post-award tasks that include working with Institutional Review Boards, compiling regulatory documentation, and purchasing equipment. With our master agreement with the U.S. Army, HJF is able to reduce the approval processing time for agreements. Hence, only a Statement of Work needs to be developed for new protocols at Army facilities.

...tell your story
We offer your program a voice to share your important work. From marketing and website design to public relations, we create and design whatever you require to make your research a success. HJF also has professional meetings and events planners to assist you with your conference and meeting needs.
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